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Overview



Objective

Tool for: building domain-specific grammar-based multilingual trans-

lation systems.

• unlimited set of simultaneous languages

• demonstrated with 15 languages

User expertise: non-linguist domain expert



Prior technology

GF = Grammatical Framework, a programming language for mul-

tilingual grammars

GF Grammar Compiler, from high-level code to PGF virtual machine

(Portable Grammar Format)

GF Shell, an interactive command-line-based environment

GF Resource Grammar Library, library with syntax and morphology

for 15 languages



MOLTO languages



Challenge: measurable goals

Scale up production of domain interpreters

• from 100’s to 1000’s of words

• from GF experts to domain experts and translators

• from months to days

• writing a grammar ≈ translating a set of examples



Deliverables

2.1 GF Grammar Compiler API M12
2.2 Grammar IDE M18
2.3 Grammar Tool Manual and Best Practices M24

Notice: the call doesn’t allow the development of linguistic resources.

Thus we build on the existing Resource Grammar Library; but the

Library is developed in a separate project.



Ongoing work



The Grammar Compiler API

Portable infrastructure for multilingual grammar development:

• project management (up to hundreds of modules)

• rule extraction (from lexical databases, ontologies, text examples)

• compilation (separately per module)

• testing (unit, regression, random, properties)

• maintenance (bug fixing, extensions, refactoring)



The API and the IDE

API: a library in two formats:

• Desktop API: types and functions available for Haskell programs

• Web API: functionalities available via server calls

IDE: a user software system reproducible in many formats:

• Desktop system (Emacs, Eclipse, Xcode, ...), downloaded and in-

stalled locally

• Web-based system, ”in the cloud”



Compilation work flow



The Haskell API

exBasedGF :: FilePath -> IO GF
multiGF :: FilePath -> IO GF
getGF :: FilePath -> IO GF
cfGF :: FilePath -> IO GF
ebnfGF :: FilePath -> IO GF
emitGFO :: GF -> IO ()
readGFO :: FilePath -> IO GF
gf2pgf :: GF -> PGF
emitPGF :: PGF -> IO ()
readPGF :: FilePath -> IO PGF
emitJSGF :: PGF -> IO ()
emitSLF :: PGF -> IO ()

checkTerm :: GF -> Module -> Term -> Type -> Check Term
checkJudgement :: GF -> Module -> Judgement -> Check Judgement
evalTerm :: GF -> Term -> Check Term
showOpers :: GF -> Type -> [(Name,Type)] -- opers with desired value type
addJudgement :: GF -> Module -> Judgement -> Check Module
addModule :: GF -> Module -> Check GF
addConstruct :: GF -> Judgement -> [Judgement] -> Check GF



The first IDE in the cloud

http://www.grammaticalframework.org/demos/gfse/

http://www.grammaticalframework.org/demos/gfse/








The GF Resource Grammar Library

Currently for 16 languages; 3-6 months for a new language.

Complete morphology, comprehensive syntax, lexicon of irregular words.

Common syntax API:

lin Like x y = mkCl x (mkV2 (mkV "like")) y -- Eng

lin Like x y = mkCl x (mkV2 (mkV "pitää") elative) y -- Fin

lin Like x y = mkCl y (mkV2 piacere_V dative) x -- Ita

lin Like x y = mkCl x (mkV2 (mkV "tycker") "om") y -- Swe

http://www.grammaticalframework.org/lib/doc/synopsis.html

http://www.grammaticalframework.org/lib/doc/synopsis.html


Library browsing



Future work



Example-based grammar writing

Abstract syntax Like She He first grammarian
English example she likes him first grammarian
German translation er gefällt ihr human / SMT
resource tree mkCl he NP gefallen V2 she NP GF parser
concrete syntax rule Like x y = mkCl y gefallen V2 x variables renamed





Effort and cost

Language Lang skill GF skill Infmnt dev ˜ test SMT SMT impact RGL chng Days
Bulgarian ### ### - - - - # ##
Catalan ### ### - - - - # #
Danish - ### + + + ## # ##
Dutch - ### + + + ## # ##
English ## ### - + - - - #
Finnish ### ### - - - - # ##
French ## ### - + - - # #
German # ### + + + ## ## ###
Italian ### # - - - - ## ##
Norwegian # ### + - + ## # ##
Polish ### ### + + + # # ##
Romanian ### ### - - + # ### ###
Spanish ## # - - - - - ##
Swedish ## ### - + - - - ##

MOLTO Phrasebook: 14 languages, 255 concepts (abstract syntax), 300-800 word forms, 27 work
days.

Language skill: ### = native, ## = fluent, # = some knowledge

GF skill: ### = expert, ## = 2-3 weeks training, 3 = 1-2 days training

RGL changes: how much changes needed in library

Infmnt: whether informant was used (in development / in testing)

SMT: whether SMT was used in example-based grammar writing

http://www.grammaticalframework.org/examples/phrasebook/doc-phrasebook.html

http://www.grammaticalframework.org/examples/phrasebook/doc-phrasebook.html


Dissemination



Presentations

LREC-2010 tutorial, Valletta, May 2010

ACL-2010 demonstration, Uppsala, July 2010

CNL-2010 tutorial, Marettimo, September 2010

TYPES-2010 invited talk, Warsaw, October 2010

SLTC-2010 demonstration, Linköping, October 2010

FreeRBMT-2011 invited talk, Barcelona, January 2011

European Master’s invited course, Malta, March 2011

CADE-2011 tutorial and invited talk, Wroclaw, August 2011

GF Summer School 2011, Barcelona, August 2011
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